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By Bertram F. Malle

MIT Press Ltd, United States, 2004. Hardback. Book Condition: New. New.. 229 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In this provocative monograph, Bertram Malle describes behavior
explanations as having a dual nature -- as being both cognitive and social acts -- and proposes a
comprehensive theoretical model that integrates the two aspects. When people try to understand
puzzling human behavior, they construct behavior explanations, which are a fundamental tool of
social cognition. But, Malle argues, behavior explanations exist not only in the mind; they are also
overt verbal actions used for social purposes. When people explain their own behavior or the
behavior of others, they are using the explanation to manage a social interaction -- by offering
clarification, trying to save face, or casting blame. Malle s account makes clear why these two
aspects of behavior explanation exist and why they are closely linked; along the way, he illustrates
the astonishingly sophisticated and subtle patterns of folk behavior explanations. Malle begins by
reviewing traditional attribution theories and their simplified portrayal of behavior explanation. A
more realistic portrayal, he argues, must be grounded in the nature, function, and origins of the
folk theory of mind -- the conceptual...
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Extremely helpful to all category of individuals. I have got go through and that i am confident that i will likely to read through once again again later on.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nikita  Her z og-- Nikita  Her z og

Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any writer. It is really basic but excitement within the fi y percent of your publication. Your way of life
period is going to be enhance as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Ma tt Ma g g io-- Ma tt Ma g g io
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